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Summary of Policy Provisions 

Information Security policies & procedures 

Revised: SYS 1030, 1030.A, 1031, 1031.A, 1032, 1032.A, 

1033, (Last revised: September 2016) 

 
New: SYS 1031.B 

Summary of revisions 
 

Below please find a summary of substantive changes to existing information security administrative 

policies and procedures. 

 
UW System Administrative Policy 1030, Information Security: Authentication 

 Removal of specific rules for password length, characters, expiration, etc., and instead 

requiring that authentication standards meet the requirements in the procedure.  

UW System Administrative Procedure 1030.A, Information Security: Authentication  

 Removal of specific rules for password length, characters, expiration, etc., and instead 

requiring that all passwords meet NIST Level of Assurance 2 (LOA2), version 1. 

Institutions would be free to require any rules they wish so long as their passwords meet 

LOA2.   

UW System Administrative Policy 1031, Information Security: Data Classification and 

Protection 

 Policy statements regarding the responsibilities of the data stewards and regarding data 

incidents that could be catastropic to human life were moved from the end of the policy 

to nearer the top anddirection provided to handle such instances on a case-by-case basis.   

 

 Adds a ‘Data Protection’ section. Specifies that all UW System information must be 

secured according to how the data is classified in the policy and in accordance with the 

protections outlined in UW System Administrative Procedure 1031.B, Information 

Security: Data Protections.  

 

 Retitles policy to be ‘Information Security: Data Classification and Protection.’ 
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UW System Administrative Procedure 1031.A, Information Security: Data Classification 

 The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) language in the Procedure has 

been reworked significantly because not every FERPA data element is high risk, however 

datasets composed of multiple FERPA elements might be. 

o The Procedure now states, “Data covered by the Family Educational Rights and 

Privacy Act (FERPA) may contain elements from multiple classifications (i.e. 

data domains). The composition of these data domains may result in either a 

moderate or a high risk data classification. In these cases, protections prescribed 

by federal law will take precedence.”  

 An example that is given for High Risk data is, “student educational 

records regulated under FERPA with identifying references such as Social 

Security Number or Student Identification number (excluding directory 

data)”  

 An example that is given for Medium Risk data is, “FERPA-related 

information not specifically classified as high risk.” 

 

UW System Administrative Policy 1032, Information Security: Awareness  

 The responsibilities for information security awareness have been clarified, beginning 

with systemwide training activities determined by the UW System CIO that are 

supplemented by the institutions for localized training. The policy now says: 

o “The UW System CIO shall specify annual systemwide information security 

awareness training activities that clearly indicate that information security is an 

integral part of day-to-day activities” which will be facilitated by the UW System 

institutions.  (This makes the case for a systemwide LawRoom or other training 

program.) 

o “The institutions will supplement the systemwide information security awareness 

training, as appropriate, depending upon individuals’ roles and the risk 

classifications of the data they can access. 

o “Institutions are responsible for ensuring that individuals and entities have access 

to and have completed the required training and may take appropriate action, 

including but not limited to the removal of access to UW System non-public data 

for those who have not completed training requirements. 

o “Institutions will foster additional broad based information security awareness 

activities as they deem necessary…”  

 

UW System Administrative Procedure 1032.A, Information Security: Awareness 

 This procedure would be rescinded. Upon review, it seemed that the procedure was 

duplicative of many aspects of the policy. Given the proposed additions to the policy, the 

procedure is no longer needed.  

UW System Administrative Policy 1033, Information Security: Incident Response 

 Additional language has been added, “Personnel involved in information security 

incidents must cooperate with investigation teams and provide access UW System 
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assets.  Where personally owned IT assets are involved, cooperation and access is 

necessary to ensure no institution owned data is compromised.”  

 The required elements of the institutional incident response procedures have been 

organized into sections for Preparation; Detection and Analysis; Containment, 

Eradication, and Recovery; and Review. 

 Additional language has been added in the Preparation phase for, “Procedures detailing 

the implementation of tools, process, and staff to monitor assets for indicators of 

compromise and signatures for misconfigured or vulnerable systems.”  

 Additional language has also been inserted regarding incident containment, “Procedures 

to identify actions to be taken in response to an incident, including but not limited to:…”  

 

 

Summary of new procedure:  

 

UW System Administrative Procedure 1031.B, Information Security: Data Protections, is 

recommended for approval. Below please find a summary: 

 

UW System Administrative Procedure 1031.B, Information Security: Data Protections 

Specifies the procedures and controls to be followed in day-to-day operations when handling 

low, medium, and high risk data. 

 

  


